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ALONG CAME A SPIDER...
On Thursday 9th I had the pleasure of meeting this 
beastie to the right over breakfast.  One rapidly-
upturned tupperware box and a cardboard "floor" just-
as-rapidly-scissored-from-a-cereal-packet later, and we 
managed - with the inadvertant amputation of a 
hindleg - to evict her from the kitchen to the backyard, 
where there looked to be a whole lotta bugs to eat. 
 The loss of a leg for a spider is 12.5% of their 
ambulation, roughly, which is a bit better than the 50% 
for a human.  That's the excuse I tell myself for not 
offering her a prosthetic limb and gait rehab...

A day late and a few 

thousand dollars short.



Day One
Dad and I got there in good time, 
slathering on the sunscreen (well, I 
was).  Katich diamond ducked, 
Ponting first ball to slip, Clarke to 
slip too.  3 for 2 by the third over. 
Extraordinary.  The rest of the day was a painful stagger 
by Hussey and t'others. When he went they staggered 
on. If I were Punter, I'd have declared with enough time 
to get more than one paltry over at the openers, Cook 
and Strauss.  But apparently that would be running up 
the white flag of surrender.  Emotions over cold logic, 
eh?  Day one to the Poms, most definitely...
Day Two
Collected my mate Dave from the airport, and we went 
to town for a large and fatty pancake breakfast, before 
findin our place in the sun on the hill at the Torrens 
end.  Saw Strauss get bowled by Bollinger not offering 
a shot.  Perhaps... nope, then Hussey put down an 
eminently catchable one off North and England were 
well on top.  Pietersen and Cook saw out the day. 
 Dismal for the Aussies.
Day Three
At last, under covers.  We saw Pietersen and Cook bat 
and bat and bat.  Afternoon session up in the members 
stands, and a pootle around the Bradman collection. Me, 
I was reading bits of “Harold Larwood”, a biography by 
Duncan Hamilton. Highly appropriate, since pain was 
being dished out at Adelaide Oval yet again... 
 Knackered, I left at tea, as the heavens opened. No 
more play that arvo.
Day Four
Me, I was knackered – given a really nasty cold by my 
darling wife. So listened to it on the ABC radio, as the 
poms plundered some more runs and put the Aussies in 
to bat.  The picture to the right is from one of the rain 
interludes, which unfortunately did not last till the end 
of day five....  All seemed well when TV switched to 
the news at 6pm, but of course, Kevin Bloody Pietersen 
got rid of Michael Clarke with the last ball of the day
Day Five
Along we went, $20 in, me praying for Hussey and 
North to defend defend and defend. And for rain, natch. 
 My mate Dave praying for the rain to stay away and 
for Hussey to do something stupid.  Dave's gods are 
stronger than mine.  The Barmy Army were loving it - 
“Swan will tear you apart” went the song, to the tune of 
Joy Division's “Love will tear us apart”.  All over in 90 
grotesque minutes. Australia looked like they had 
precisely zero fight in them.  The rains came at 2pm, 
and stayed. 

WARNE PIECE
This from the Australian, Fri Dec 10.  "When 
asked about the nonsensical suggestions Shane 
Warne return to the national side, Benaud said that 
he was upset at not bieng approached himself and 
that the former leg-spinner would be mad to make 
a comeback."

TESTING TIMES...

PIVOT ON THIS, SUNSHINE
Choosing individual balls as "pivotal" can impose a 
narrative on just one-thing-after-another, (well over 
2000 balls are bowled in a Test Match)  And yet, 
Warne bowling Pietersen around his leg's on Day 5 
in the Adelaide Test of 2006 was - as far as the 
teams and the spectators were concerned - a pivotal 
moment.  There wasn't anything that I saw this 
time around that you could call the same. The 
closest two both involve Michael Hussey.  First is 
him dropping an easy catch from the edge of 
Jonathan Trott's bat early on day 2.  That would 
have brought Pietersen to the crease at 2 for 20-
something rather than 2 for 176. The second is his 
ludicrous attempted pull shot to finish off hope of 
Australia managing to Hang On For the Rain.  Of 
course, strike-bowler Kevin Pietersen had delivered 
the real pivotal ball at the end of day 4, dislodging 
Michael Clarke...



THE LAST TWO WEEKS
flew from Singapore, watching the final 4 
episodes of Matt Smith's first season as Doctor 
Who,- rathre good, and I could watch that Amy 
Pond all day...  Also two not-bad episodes of the 
Simpsons, and one and a half of "Dexter" - hmm, 
unconvinced.  Saw my friend's art exhibition, and 
had a couple of days in Adelaide sorting out stuff 
like stationery (!), bank accounts etc. Then five 
days of cricket (see page 2 for gory details). Then 
a trip in the Outback- first to the Clare Valley 
(Skilogallee winery - yum yum yum), then 
onwards to Rawnsley Park, just outside Wilpena 
Pound. A walk up the top in the morning, a walk 
in the park in the arvo.  Dinner at "the 
Woolshed". Then a mega-drive by Dave to 
Arkaroola. Not sure why we went, though the 
stars and staff were nice, and we turned around 
following day and made it all the way back to 
Adelaide. Pizza at Papparazzi (sp?).  De-locusting 
the 4WD this morning, following a run. Then to 
the library..
NEXT TWO WEEKS
More foodery with Dave tomorrow, a "Gridlines" 
walk on Wednesday, followed by lots of long 
library sessions and long running around Unley 
Oval sessions.  And a mcfly on boxing day....

NON-FICTION READ IN LAST 2 WEEKS 
Australia Fair? ed Russel Braddon, Fear and Politics by Carmen Lawrence, The Songlines by Bruce 
Chatwin
Unfinished
The Great Transformation by Karl Polyani, A Short History of Australia by Manning Clarke,  Getting 
Things Done by Dave Allen

IN LIEU OF A REVIEW
I am supposed to have read "The Great 
Transformation" by now. But it's a sign of my 
fundamental immaturity that rather than plough 
through its turgid turgid prose, I have read, erm, 
fun books.  As partial recompense, since it is on 
the theme of what an economy is FOR, and 
whether capital accumulation has always been 
the name of the trade game, I offer up this 
extended quote from Bruce Chatwin's "The 
Songlines."
What the whites used to call the 'Walkabout' was, in 
practice, a kind of bush-telegraph-cum-stock-exchange, 
spreading messages between peoples who never saw each 
other, who might be unaware of the other's existence.
'This trade,' he said, 'was not trade as you Europeans 
know it. Not the business of buying and selling for profit! 
Our people's trade was always symmetrical.'
Aboriginals, in general, had the idea that all 'goods' were 
potentially malign and would work against their possessors 
unless they were forever in motion. The 'goods' did not 
have to be edible, or useful. People liked nothing better 
than to barter useless things – or things they could supply 
for themselves: feathers, sacred objects, belts of human 
hair.
“I know,” I interrupted. “Some people traded their 
umbilical cords.”
“I see you've done your reading.”
“Trade goods,” he continued, should be seen as rather the 
bargaining counters in a gigantic game, in which the 
whole continent was the gaming board and all its 
inhabitants players. “Goods” were tokens of intent: to trade 
again, meet again, fix frontiers, intermarry, sing, dance, 
share resources and share ideas.
A shell might travel from hand to hand, from the Timor 
Sea to the Bight, along 'roads' handed down since time 
began. These 'roads' would follow the line of unfailing 
waterholes. The waterholes, in turn, were ceremonial 
centres where men of different tribes would gather.
“For what you would call corroborees?”
“You call them corroborees,” he said. “We don't.”
“All right,” I nodded, “Are you saying that a trade route 
always runs along a Songline?”
The trade route is the Songline,” said Flynn. “Because 
songs, not things, are the principle medium of exchange. 
Trading in “things” is the secondary consequence of 
trading in song.”
page 56-7

FEAR EATS THE SOUL
The use of fear to achieve political ends is sufficiently 
distinctive to be identified as a separate category of fear – 
what Robin Corey calls 'political fear'
a political tool, an instrument of elite rule or insurgent 
advance created and sustained by political leaders or 
activists who stand to gain something from it, whether 
because fear helps them pursue a specific political goal 
or because it reflects or lends support to their moral and 
political beliefs – or both.
He suggests that such fear can operate in one of two ways: 
political leaders and elites can define what is or ought to 
be the principle object(s) of public fear; or they can wield 
fear to threaten those who appear to challenge their power 
and status.
Page 19 of Carmen Lawrence's Fear and Politics
Corey, R (2004) Fear: The History of a Political Idea, 
Oxford: Oxford University Press.
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WORDS
diacritic - an accent on letters
faience - fine tin-glazed pottery on a 
delicate pale buff body, associated 
with Faenza in northern Italy.
felucca - a traditional wooden sailing 
boat used in protected waters of the 
Red Sea and eastern Mediterranean.
travertine - a form of limestone 
deposited by mineral springs, 
especially hot springs.
MYTHS AND STUFF
Brunhilde and Nimrod and Grendel 
and all that Beowulf stuff too...

Coming Distractions/Promises yet to be broken...
• The Gridlines
• The review of "The Great Transformation"
• Spoof "spilt milk" article
• The first Fitness Assessment
• The reboot of Dwight Towers with sensible categories and 
tags etc.
Next issue of mcfly (out on time, one hopes) on Sunday 
26th December.  Boxing clever, eh?)

PROGRESS REPORTS
Fitness - have staggered around Unley Oval 
three times now, one extra lap on each 
occasion. And this is asides a climb that would 
make a mountain goat bleat (to the top of 
Rawnsley Bluff).  Haven't started in on press-
ups, pull-ups, sit-ups and Pilates yet. But have 
borrowed "The Anatomy of Pilates" by Paul 
Massey. So that's a start, eh? And my bloody 
arms have freckled, I've just noticed...
MovieMaking - er, the video camera I stupidly 
left in London is on its way to me. One fewer 
excuse, pretty soon.  Am slowly brewing a 
couple of youtubes about Australia...
Downunderstanding - Have read a couple of 
journals - The Monthly, Australian Options, 
and made a start on the latest Arena and 
Dissent.  Have read Russell Braddon's 
"Australia Fair?" collection, Carmen 
Lawrence's "Fear and Politics" and am up to 
1901 with Manning Clarke's "A Short History 
of Australia," which I am enjoying immensely. 
Have borrowed a few other books from the 
library too... 
Getting Organised - um. Huge decluttering 
done, by the simple expedient of flying 12,000 
miles to get away from the clutter.  And 
bought a bunch of document wallets etc etc 
and am slowly absorbing Dave Allen's "Getting 
tThings Done'"

Funniest moment of the last two weeks.  
Realising that the hens who were racing towards 
our car, and past our legs as we got out after 
three long hours on the road, were intent on... 
pecking dead locusts from the grill. Somewhere 
along the way, these chooks at Rawnsley Park 
station had twigged that they could get a lovely 
Meals-on-Wheels treat of roast locust from 
virtually every car that pulled up.  They looked 
very healthy, and very happy...

Worst moment in the last two weeks (asides 
from the dramatic and totally unexpected 
failure of world "leaders" to agree anything 
worth the aviation emissions involved at 
Cancun) was...
on Tuesday 7th December, at Adelaide Oval, 
watching Michael Hussey try to pull a new ball, 
seeing him get a top edge and the ball balloon 
skyward.  I swear Jimmy Anderson had time to 
whip out his mobile and phone his mum to tell 
her he was just about to take the catch that would 
win the bloody Ashes before he even thought 
about snaffling the easiest. possible catch.  I was 
yelling out "no no no", where, on reflection, I 
should have been yelling out "leave it Jimmy, 
I've got it."   This would probably have gotten 
me ejected from the Adelaide Oval for ever, if 
not lynched by theBarmy Army, who were in full 
song. Meanwhile, my friend Dave was having the 
time of his life.  Ghosts of Adeliade 2006 well 
and truly exorcised, sadly.

Fiction wot I have read:
"Roadblock" a fine early 60s pulp novel about a gang doing a heist and 
then staying put to outlast an, erm, Roadblock.  By "Hillary Waugh," 
which I assumed was a nom de plume for Donald Westlake. It wasn't. 
 Hillary Waugh had other pen names such as Elissa Grandower, H 
Baldwin Taylor, Harry Walker. Only died in 2008.  Here's a page about 
him -www.fantasticfiction.co.uk/w/hillary-waugh




